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In a time of rapid change, 

Boeing is committed to 

responsible leadership — 

to generating sustainable 

growth and a better  

future for our industry,  

our customers and  

our communities  

around the world.

Five years ago, Boeing set an ambitious goal to reduce our environmental footprint and step up 
our commitment to communities around the globe while significantly growing our business. And 
that’s what we’ve done.

Since then, we increased annual revenues to a record $81.7 billion, raised monthly production by 
35 percent and created more than 13,000 new jobs. 

At the same time, we reduced greenhouse gas emissions at our operations by 400,000 metric 
tons, conserved enough electricity to power 40,000 average homes for a year and saved enough 
water to fill 800 Olympic-sized swimming pools. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
recognized our progress by naming Boeing an ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year for 2012 — 
the third consecutive year we earned the recognition.

Boeing aspires to deliver sustained, world-class business performance through innovation fueled 
by disciplined execution and productivity. We invest in new technologies such as the fuel-
efficient 737 MAX and the Phantom Eye, a high-altitude unmanned aircraft powered by clean-
burning hydrogen. These new products meet our customers’ demand for precision performance 
coupled with game-changing environmental improvements.

As a result, we have secured a business backlog nearly five times our current annual revenues 
— a backlog built on our ability to deliver the world’s most fuel-efficient and reliable aerospace 
products and services. Over the next five years, we remain committed to zero-carbon growth by 
maintaining our environmental performance while ramping up production — and helping the 
aviation industry achieve the ambitious goal of carbon-neutral growth by the year 2020. 

In addition to reducing our environmental footprint over the past five years, we also increased 
our investments in communities around the world. In 2012, Boeing, our employees, our retirees 
and our charitable trust invested a total of $179 million to build better communities. 

Beyond financial support, many of our lasting contributions occur every day as Boeing people 
share their time and unique skills with their neighbors. From mentoring military personnel 
transitioning into the private sector, to preparing students for high-tech careers, to helping not-
for-profit organizations increase their efficiency and reach, Boeing employees make a positive 
difference in the lives of others. 

In a time of rapid change, Boeing is committed to responsible leadership — to generating 
sustainable growth and a better future for our industry, our customers and our communities 
around the world. This year’s Business Roundtable report focuses on how companies are 
sustaining and creating growth by doing good. At Boeing, we view this as an opportunity to 
build a bigger, better Boeing while also helping to build a better planet.
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